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what will be the driving technology

in the 21st century?
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two lessons

lesson #1: science drives technology

new science ñ new technologies

lesson #2: it’s all about resources

harnessing resources is key

generate, transport, control, transform, use



vision

quantum nanotech

driving technology in 21st century



quantum technologies

the art of manipulating & controlling

individual quantum systems

to perform useful tasks



quantum resources

superposition, entanglement, nonlocality, duality

quantum features:

1. cannot be explained classically

2. essential for quantum technologies



quantum technologies: disruptive

What are Quantum Technologies? 

The second Quantum Revolution just started. Quantum technologies will drive science and 
technology in the 21st century and will have a considerable economic and social impact. 

By harnessing quantum efects — superposition, entanglement, non-locality, randomness — 
quantum technologies will bring paradigm-changing quantum computers, super-secure 
quantum internet, quantum teleportation, ghost imaging, revolutionary sensing devices, 
advanced materials, highly-efficient batteries, new medicines. 

Quantum communication Quantum sensing/imaging
the future quantum internet will use 

quantum superposition and 
entanglement to achieve super-

secure communication 

novel quantum devices — quantum 
microscope, quantum radar, 

quantum telescope — will 
revolutionise sensing and imaging

Quantum simulation Quantum computation
efficient simulation of designer 

molecules will lead to advanced 
materials, new drugs, higly-

efficient batteries 

quantum computers will solve 
important problems (optimization, 
code breaking) exponentially faster 

than classical computers
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˛ launched May 2017

˛ e 1 Billion

˛ www.qt.eu

EU

e 1 Billion
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editorial

Following the publication of the Quantum 
Manifesto (http://qurope.eu/manifesto), a 
€1 billion flagship project was announced in 
May 2016, combining European and national 
funding to promote quantum technologies 
(QT) over the next decade1. An independent 
high-level steering committee of academics 
and industry experts compiled a strategic 
research agenda (a long-term roadmap), 
which was handed over in February 2017 to 
Khalil Rouhana, Deputy Director-General of 
the European Commission (EC) department 
for Communications Networks, Content 
and Technology2, at an event organized by 
the Maltese government (currently presiding 
over the European Council). The next step 
in the ramp-up phase will be determining 
the governance structure and submitting 
the final strategic proposal in September 
2017. The first call for proposals will be 
rolled out this autumn with funded projects 
scheduled to start in January 2019.

The primary aim of the QT Flagship 
will be delivering new technology based 
on quantum physics in four main areas: 
communication, simulation, sensing and 
metrology, and computation. These pillars 
are intended to improve both the technology 
and the education landscape, not only 
delivering QT-based commercial products 
(hardware/software), but also producing 
wealth for society, reshaping the workforce 
(who will either participate in the production 
of QT devices or use them in their jobs) and 
transforming the market itself. By playing a 
leading role in the industry springing from the 
upcoming quantum revolution, Europe hopes 
to become an attractive region for innovation, 
investment, and native and global talent.

Undoubtedly, Europe has a strong 
academic presence in the field, but a 
translation in technology is not straight 
forward, and competition is fierce: China, 
Japan, Russia, Singapore and Australia have 
each launched their own national research 
programs, while tech giants like Microsoft, 
Google and IBM3 are also investing heavily. 
Unlike companies, which strategically target 
the delivery of a final product4, the EC faces 
the more difficult challenge of becoming 
technologically competitive while preserving 
the principles of openness, fairness and 
transparency in the selection of projects and 

distribution of funding. This certainly sets a 
different tone for the whole endeavour.

Concerns over the fair but fast 
distribution of funding, as well as ways to 
implement an impartial peer-review process 
with fundamental and industrial aspects, 
were repeatedly brought up during the 
open discussions in Malta. The involvement 
of industry is crucial to the success of 
the Flagship, and actions to de-risk early 
investments need to be put into place. 
Simplifying intellectual property legislation 
across Europe in order to speed up the 
protection process and avoid fragmentation 
in different countries is also a necessity. A 
rigorous way to assess the technology that 
comes out through validation platforms 
must also be established. Overall, a clear 
strategic direction must be implemented to 
ensure the strong link between all projects 
and maximize impact.

Finally, there is the bigger issue of 
balancing inclusivity (embracing all member 
countries independent of their contributions 
through national funding initiatives) with 
excellence (promoting the best research across 
the continent). It is indeed clear that some 
European countries are in a more advanced 
position in the race for the deployment of 
quantum technologies. A number of member 
states, including Hungary and Austria, 
have already announced national initiatives 
(€11 million and €32 million, respectively, 
over the next 5–6 years), and others will follow 
(Germany, for example). The heftiest national 
programme is undoubtedly the UK’s quantum 
hubs initiative (http://uknqt.epsrc.ac.uk), 
which pledges £350 million for the first 
five years. Although several countries have not 
planned dedicated budgets yet, they can offer 
different skills: Malta, for example, may well 
prove to be a very useful test-bed for rolling 
out quantum networks. With QT considered 
an essential upcoming industry by the EC, all 
countries should reassess their strengths and 
find ways to participate in the Flagship.

The EC on the other side is sending a 
clear message that this Flagship will not 
constitute business as usual. The available 
funding is not meant to support quantum 
research but rather promote an ambitious 
agenda of delivering disruptive technologies. 
While product commercialization is also 

the main goal for the Graphene Flagship, 
identifying those areas where graphene is 
more likely to be a game-changer is part of 
the journey. In contrast, the QT Flagship has 
already decided which applications will be 
pursued, with the material strategies being 
more tightly constrained in more developed 
pillars: for example, advanced platforms 
such as trapped ions and superconducting 
qubits will be mainly adopted to realize 
a quantum computer, whereas a broader 
range of approaches will be investigated 
simultaneously in the quantum simulations 
pillar. Although less widely studied platforms 
are not entirely disregarded, it has become 
clear that new ideas will only be integrated if 
shown to be commercially promising.

In addressing these issues, the EC has 
promised a light-and-lean style of governance 
with strong links to the EC and the QT 
community, combining the flexibility of 
a decentralized programme with the 
coordination of focused initiatives, without 
compromising its highly mission-oriented 
character. It remains to be seen if such an 
approach will make Europe a major player on 
the quantum scene. ❐
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With the launch of the Quantum Technologies Flagship, the European Union is looking to become a 
major player in the upcoming quantum revolution, reaping benefits both for technology development 
and wealth creation for the European society.

The quantum game
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The outline of the strategic research agenda of the 
QT Flagship. Reproduced from ref. 5, EC.
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EU + ESA

European Quantum Communication Infrastructure (QCI)

SAGA (Security And cryptoGrAphic mission)



QCI

1. ground segment: fiber

˛ trusted nodes
˛ quantum repeaters

2. space segment: free space

QCI will use both

λ= 1550nm (fiber) and λ= 810nm (free space)



quantum + nanotech

nanotech

˛ technology platform for the 2nd q.revolution

˛ tools for building mobile quantum devices
small, integrated, room-T

˛ Moore’s law for quantum

quantum

˛ q.simulation: methods for designing new materials

˛ q.imaging: revolutionary ways for nanotech imaging



nanotech for quantum

detectorsource device

sources
single-photon

entangled photons

high purity

deterministic/on-demand

devices
beam-splitters

phase shifters

PBS

quantum memories

detectors
single-photon

photon-# discriminating

high efficiency

low dark-count rates

chip integrated, ambient pT ,pq



quantum @RO
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Vision
quantum: the driving technology in 21st century

Mission
develop quantum technologies in Romania

Strategic objectives
1. research
2. education
3. dissemination



QUTECH-RO

˛ e1.14 Mil

˛ 5 partners, 5 projects

˛ grant: UEFISCDI

Quantum research in Romania 

QUTECH-RO is a complex project (€1.14 mil, 5 partners, 5 subprojects, UEFISCDI grant) 
aiming to develop quantum technologies in Romania. 

Our strategy is to play our strengths, i.e., to use existing expertise and infrastructure in 
quantum information theory, lasers, nano- and micro-technologies in order to bootstrap a 
national program in quantum technologies.  

P1: Q-INFO P2: Q-CHIP P3: Q-VORTEX
IFIN-HH INFLPR IMT

quantum information 
quantum simulation 
quantum protocols 

integrated quantum 
photonics 

3D laser fabrication

optical vortices 
lithography

P4: Q-LAB P5: Q-FERMI
UPB ITIM-Cluj

Applied quantum optics Lab 
IBM-Q Lab 

quantum source

quantum computation with Majorana 
Fermions



research areas

˛ quantum information: theory, protocols, imaging

˛ integrated quantum photonics

˛ optical vortices: q.communication & imaging

˛ q.memories, Majorana fermions



full process chain

THEORY
gates, algorithms, protocols

ó

DESIGN & SIMULATION
inverse design, DBS, OptiFTD, MEEP

ó

FABRICATION
3D printing, lithography

ó

TESTING
tomography, state estimation, certification



design & simulation

quantum gates:

devices:

full integration:



fabrication

3D laser writing + lithography



message

˛ quantum + nanotech: driving tech in 21st century

˛ synergies: beneficial for both

˛ q.communication, q.imaging, q.sensing: paradigm changing

˛ q-Moore’s law: smaller, cheaper, faster q.devices
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